If A is a bounded subset of the plane, then T(A) shall denote the smallest bounded subset of the plane that contains A and does not separate the plane. T(A) could be more precisely defined as the complement of the unbounded component of the complement of A.
One might ask if it is necessary that D be a simple closed curve for the above statement of the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem to hold. That is, will the theorem still hold if D is an arbitrary compact connected subset of the plane? The following partial answer is the main purpose of this paper.
Theorem 1. Let f: M-^T(M)
be a continuous function defined on a plane continuum, M. Either every extension of fio a continuous function defined on T(M) fixes a point or there is an indecomposable continuum Q contained in M such that Q=f(Q).
Recall that a continuum is a compact connected Hausdorff space and that a continuum is indecomposable if it cannot be written as the union of two of its proper subcontinua. Examples of indecomposable continua can be found in [4] . Of particular interest here is the indecomposable continuum known as the "lakes of Wada." The continuum Q of Theorem 1 will bear considerable resemblance to the "lakes of Wada."
Once Theorem 1 has been established the following holds: Theorem 2. Let M be a plane continuum and f be a continuous function defined on T(M)for which/(M)^ T(M). Then there is an indecomposable continuum Q <= T (M) such that Q=f(Q) and if A is any subcontinuum ofT(Q) for which f(A)<^T(A), then
T(Q) = T(A).
Proof. The Hausdorff maximality principle assures us of the existence of a [September maximal chain in the set of T(X) where A' is a subcontinuum of T(M) for which fi(X) <= T(X). If C is the intersection of such a chain and Q is the boundary of C then /(0cC=7(C).
Notation. All sets will be assumed to be subsets of the plane unless otherwise indicated. The topological closure of a set A will be denoted by A*. C(A) will denote the convex hull of a set A.
A slight generalization of Theorem 1 that allows us to deal with not necessarily continuous functions will be easier to prove than Theorem 1 itself. A function defined on a set A will be said to be locally bounded at a point x e A* if there is an open set U containing x for which f(U n A) is bounded. / is said to be locally bounded if it is locally bounded at each point of A*. If /is a locally bounded function defined on a set A and ae A* then/c(a) is defined by fc(a) = fi {[C(f(Un A))]*:aeUandUis open}.
If B^A* then fc(B) shall be used to denote (J {fifx) : x e 77}. Lemma 1. Let f be a locally bounded function defined on a set A. Then (1) fis continuous at a point x of A if and only ifijc(x) = {f(x)}.
(2) If g is the restriction off to some subset B of A, then gc(x)c=fic(x) for each xeB*.
(3) fi is an upper semicontinuous multivalued function, i.e., if xn -> x and yn ~*-y where each yn efi(xn), then y efi(x).
The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward and is left to the reader.
The following extension of Theorem 1 will be proved.
Theorem 1'. Let M be a continuum and let g be a locally bounded function defined on the plane for which g(x) e T(M) ¡fix is not in the interior ofiT(M). If g is continuous at each point of M, then either gc has a fixed point in T(M) or there is an indecomposable continuum Q^M such that Q = g(Q).
A fixed point of a multivalued function Fis a point x for which x e F(x). Notice that if/is a function defined on F(A7),/(M)cr(Af),/continuous on M, and g is defined on the entire plane by letting g(x)=fi(m) for some meT(M) for which |x -m\ =inf {|x-y\ : y eT(M)}, then g satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1'.
Much work has been done concerning fixed point theorems for continuous multivalued functions. For example, in [2] Kakutani proved that if M is a compact convex subset of Euclidean «-space and F is a continuous multivalued function defined on M and each F(x) is a compact convex subset of M, then F has a fixed point. In [1] Eilenberg and Montgomery extended the above result of Kakutani by proving that if F is an upper semicontinuous multivalued function defined on a compact convex subset of Euclidean «-space and each F(x) is an acyclic continuum in «-space and F(x) <= M for each x in the boundary of M, then F has a fixed point. It will become necessary to construct simple closed curves satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3 later on in this paper. The proof of Lemma 3 is deferred until then. The following is a generalization of Lemma 2. The proof will not depend on Lemma 2. 
The existence of the D(L) follows from Lemma 3. Next {P(L) : Le S} may be chosen so that 
fc is then a continuous function defined on T(D) for which k(D) c F(D) and /c has no fixed points. This contradicts the Brouwer fixed point theorem.
A set L will be called a ray if there is a homeomorphism of the set of nonnegative real numbers, 6, onto L such that limx_"o |«(x)| =oo. «(0) will be called the endpoint of the ray. A sufficient condition for a continuum to be indecomposable is Lemma 6. Let h be a homeomorphism of the set of real numbers R into the plane for which lim*..-«, |6(x)|=oo and 6([0, co)) is bounded. Let X=[h(R)]*-h(R). If for each x e Xand each e>0 there is a component Q of{z : \z-x\ =e} -Xanda real number r for which h(t) e T(Q U X) for t>r, then X is indecomposable.
Proof. Suppose that X can be written as the union of two of its proper subcontinua A and 2?. Let U be a connected open set that intersects A but whose closure does not intersect B. Let »j be a real number for which h(v) e U. Let be B -A and choose e>0 so that {z : |z -6| =e} n (f/u 6((-oo, v]))= 0. Now there is a component Q of {z : \z -b\ -e} -A'and a real number»-for which h(t)e T(Q u A') for t>r. Since both endpoints of Q are in B, h(t) e T(Q u B) for t>r. Therefore Jc[h((r, °o))]*cT(Q u B). This is impossible since the unbounded connected set Proof. Suppose not. Then let F be a minimal compact subset of TV with the property that xeF(PuAf).
Assuming P-M is not connected we may write P-M=Uv> V where U and F are mutually disjoint nonempty sets that are closed in P-M. A simple closed curve D may then be found such that D is the union of two arcs Ax and A2 where Ax n A2={x0, Jo}, *o e T(M u P), y0 i T(M u P), and Ax n F(t/u M) = A2n F(Fu M) = M n T(D)= 0. Therefore (U u V)nT (D) is a closed set that separates x0 from y0 in T(D). This is impossible since T(D) is unicoherent and locally connected and neither U nor V can intersect both Ax and /42.
Approximating nonseparating plane continua with two-cells. It is well known among analytic topologists that every nonseparating plane continuum is the intersection of a descending chain of topological two-cells. Since this paper requires the use of a particular descending chain of two-cells, a proof of this and some other facts will be presented in this section. (ii) \J{K:KeK'}Kj M is closed. ( iii) The boundary of T((J {K : Ke K'} u D¡) is a simple closed curve.
Proof, (i) is straightforward, (ii) and (iii) follow from the fact that there are at most a finite number of K e (J ™= x Kn that have diameter greater than any fixed positive number. Consequently A¡ contains all but a finite number of the Ke K'. The lemma now follows by a simple finite induction procedure.
Permanent notation for the remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.
(i) Let M be a plane continuum and let g be a locally bounded function defined on the plane that is continuous at each point of M and is such that g(x) e T(M) if x is not in the interior of T(M). It will be assumed that gc has no fixed points in T(M).
(ii) A subcontinuum Q of M is chosen as follows : If the boundary of M contains a proper subcontinuum W for which g(rV)<^ W, then let Q be a minimal such. If not let Q be the boundary of T(M). Let/ be an extension of the restriction of g to T(Q) such that/is continuous at each point of Q and/(x) e T(Q) if x is not in the interior of Q. It has been proved that :
(1) Each Dn and each Jn is a simple closed curve.
(2) Y=nn°=n0 T(Jn). (ii) Let yeA(Y) and let IF= (J {K : K e K' and y e K}. Let V he the polygonal arc that is the intersection of the boundary of F(IF u Q) and IF. Clearly y e V. Since y $ T(Q), an open set U can be found, that contains y, and that intersects only those K e K that contain y. Furthermore U can be chosen so that both U n F and tin [R2-T(Q\J V)} are connected. It is easy to see that Un V<^A(Y). A( Y) is therefore a 1-manifold that is not a simple closed curve. The conclusion now follows. ( iii) It will be shown that each point of [/1(F)]* that is not in Q is in A(Y).
h' ([x¡, Vi] ) is contained in the component of D -T(Q) that contains x¡ and j¡.
(If x¡=j>¡ we let [x¡, y¡] denote {x¡}.) Let L" he the image of«'. We may now apply almost the same proof as used in Lemma 13, part (ii), to show that L"*-L" is a subcontinuum of Q for which f(L"*-L")<^L"*-L".
Hence Q=L"*-L". r may now be chosen to be any real number for which \h'(r) -x\ < e. D' may be chosen to be any component of D-T(Q) for which «(/) e T(D' u Q).
Some remarks concerning the continuum Q. The following is an outline of an alternative, more intuitive, proof of Theorem 1. It was not used because it is technically messy. It is inserted here for intuitive purposes only. No proofs will be given.
Let M be a nonseparating plane continuum. For x <£ M let Kx = {z e M : \z-x\ = inf {|«i-x| : m e Af}}.
Let E(M) be the set of points x for which Kx has at least two distinct points. E(M) may be partially ordered as follows: If x, yeE(M) then x^y if there exist y0, yx e Ky such that x e T(M u [y0, y] u [y, jj).
For ee E let Le denote {zeE : e^z}. It can be shown that Le is a ray with endpoint e and furthermore every maximal ordered subset of E(M) is homeomorphic to the set of real numbers. Furthermore Lemma 6 asserts that if L is a maximal ordered subset of E(M) and L* contains the boundary of M then the boundary of M is indecomposable. Now one may show that if/is a continuous function defined on M and the image of the boundary of M under/is contained in M and/has no fixed points then there is a maximal ordered subset L of E(M) and a z e L such that if x e L and x ¿ z, then there are x0, Xx e Kx such that if A is any arc joining /(x0) to /(xj that does not intersect Lx then xeT(A u [/(x0),/(x1)]). In particular [/(x0),/(xj)] n Lx=£ 0. Consequently the boundary of M contains a subcontinuum N=L*-L for which /(TV)cTV. If Q is chosen to be a minimal such and the above argument is repeated with Q replacing M then we can conclude that Q is indecomposable.
One might ask if the existence of a maximal ordered subset L of E(M) whose closure contains the boundary of M is equivalent to the boundary of M being indecomposable. The answer is no. However, the following holds.
( It is easy to construct an example of an indecomposable continuum M for which (1) holds where L*-L has exactly one point for any maximal ordered subset of E(M).
